
STAGE 7 

Welcome to the 2024 American Defense Tarheel Challenge. 

This is Stage 7, sponsored by _____. My name is _____. We welcome you to the match and 
encourage you to thank all of our sponsors.  

FIREARMS: Rifle, Pistol, Shotgun 
   
START CONDITIONS: Rifle is loaded and staged in dump bucket in the 2nd bay. Shotgun is loaded 
to division capacity and staged in dump bucket of choice in the 1st bay. Pistol is magazine 
inserted on empty chamber and staged in box on dash. 
 
STAGE PROCEDURE: Sitting inside of Navigator with both hands on the steering wheel, full 
gluteus maximus making contact with the leather. At the start signal, retrieve the pistol and 
engage targets as they appear. The activator, propeller plate rack, red Drop Mag Target/High 
Value Target must be engaged from inside the vehicle. The DMT/HVT may only be engaged with 
the handgun once the magazine has been removed. The shooter may choose to dump their 
empty handgun in either the dump bucket in the Navigator or back in the staging box with 
muzzle facing down range, or to exit the vehicle with an empty handgun. Shooter will retrieve 
shotgun and begin engaging targets as they appear. Shooter may not exit the bay with any 
firearm. Shooter will move to 2nd bay, retrieve rifle, and engage targets as they appear.  

STAGE NOTES:   

FTE and Miss will be assessed for each plate on the propeller plate rack if the plate rack has not 
been activated. 

Failure to exit the vehicle with an empty handgun will result in a 30 second penalty. 

Improper grounding of the handgun will result in a 10 second penalty. 

The only four shooters exempt from resetting are the shooter, on-deck shooter, in-the-hole 
shooter, and the shooter who just finished. 

TARGETS: 15 paper- 2 Pistol, 2 Rifle, 1 Slug 
       Activator & Propeller Plate Rack- Pistol Only 
       2 Clays- Shotgun Only 
       15 White Steel- Shotgun/Pistol 
       Red DMT/HVT- Pistol only 
       Plate rack- Shotgun/Pistol 
 
TIME OUT: 200 seconds 


